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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Motiváció Oktatási Egyesület (Motivation Educational Association) created the TanodaPlatform, an expert group in 2013, that has grown to be a network of 86 Tanodas. The aim of
the TanodaPlatform is effective interest representation as well as facilitating the creation
of network, and thirdly providing professional support and development for the work of
tanodas. This report was created through the initiation of the TanodaPlatform.
Throughout the time since the accession to the European Union, calls to support the
tanoda programs have been launched every 1-3 years. However, most of the tanodas usually couldn’t survive the periods of no financial support between the calls. Even the organisations that could continue to function had to reduce their activities that had been started,
although the success of the programs to combat disadvantages depends highly on continuity and long time-frames (see Infographic 5).
At the beginning of 2015, tanodas had great hopes for the future, as it seemed realistic
that they will receive permanent financing. However, the call ’EFOP-3.3.1-15 Tanoda programs support’ was launched late, after the closing of the TÁMOP-3.3.9 programs, only in
October 2015. Additionally, the results of the call with an application deadline of December
31, 2015 were supposed to be public by March 2016, but the list of the winners was only
announced late September 2016. Many tanodas couldn’t live through this delay period.
Tanodas in the Central Hungary region could apply for another scheme through the
VEKOP-7.3.2-16 call. This call was announced half a year later, so the period without
financing was even longer in these cases. The results are not yet known here.
Apart from the delay of results, several other serious problems can be identified regarding the evaluation of the applications. Continuation of the already functioning tanodas
was a declared as an important aim among the evaluation criteria, however on the list of
winners of the EFOP 3.3.1-15 call, there are mostly organisations that did not run a tanoda
in the past (see Infographic 1 and 2). Only a quarter of the winners have had any experience with tanoda programs beforehand . There are a number of tanodas in Hungary that
have decades of experience, and that operate in small villages mostly lived by Roma families, where they not only provide activities for the children and youth, but also compensate
for the lack of cultural opportunities for the whole population of the village. Most of these
reference tanodas did not win.
Part of the supported organisations, assumedly for gaining profit, planned so many projects that an organization with an experience of a decade would never take on. Especially
disagreeable is the fact that part of the sources will go to organisations that, in their educational institutions, even on the locations of the won tanoda program, segregate and
exclude disadvantaged and Roma pupils from their schools (see Infographic 3 and 4).
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Expertise, experience, innovative approach and the perception and handling of the special relationship with the public education system got less weight in the evaluation criteria
than should have been necessary in the call. However an even bigger problem is that these
aspects did not appear at all in the actual evaluation process. We found these anomalies
so deep, and have seen so obviously incorrect scores of evaluations (for example justifying
low scores with lack of experience at organizations with 10-15 years of experience), that
apart from lack of competence, it raises the allegation of negligence and/or a system of
conceptual decision-making. In addition, these information were not easy to access, as the
applicants could only get the detailed information about the evaluation of their application
in person, having to travel to the capital. Additionally, it is against the current regulation
that they were not allowed to make copies of these files – although the documents could
be presented on the electronic site of the call without any additional costs.
A considerable amount of applications were rejected with the reasoning of formal and
procedural issues (see Infographic 2). This high rate is caused by the fact that this call was
the first where a broad circle of applicants had to apply through the new website (EPTK),
with new regulations. That the system is in a test phase is also clear from the fact that the
decision-makers could not enter the results data on time, and that the site is occasionally
unavailable for days.
The implementation also presents difficulties for the winners. The budget limits regulated by the decree no. 272/2014. (XI. 5.) put the civil organisations into a disadvantaged
position from the start as compared to public institutions, or organisations and institutes
of the church, and made it harder for them to implement their tanoda program. (For
example only 1% of the total budget can be used for overhead, communication costs, banking costs and maintenance,that creates a huge budget gap for independent civil organizations, which is very hard to cover during the implementation process. The aim was not to
save money, as for the preparation of the application and public procurements, 6% of the
total budget could be spent (see Infographic 6).
Further problems will be caused by the cutting of funds for some of the projects. The
cuts are systematic, unjustified and make the projects impossible to implement in several
cases. Applicants did not get information at contracting on how to handle changes in the
circumstances since submission.
This report concentrates on recommendations in three fields to find solutions for the
presented problems and to handle those on the long run, in the following thematic categories (short version):
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1. Immediate solutions to the problems raised by the tanoda call results
Restricted or invited call for the tanodas with past experience that did not get funding
A quick, bridge-support by the end of October to all, currently functioning tanodas
that did not receive a grant from this call
Informing the winning applicants about changes in the implementation conditions
Sending evaluation documents to all applicants of the EFOP-3.3.1-15 call,
disrespect to their results
Announcing the results of the VEKOP-7.3.2-16 call until 31 October, 2016, speeding
up the process of contracting
2. Finding a solution to the long-term sustainability of the tanodas
Introducing normative financing for sustainable, predictable and continuous functioning of tanodas
Identifying and describing the different roles and functions of tanodas and schools
in order to keep the principles of the Tanoda standard, so tanodas do not function
according to the aim-set of schools, and furthermore so that public education and
tanoda financing system is clearly separated.
3. Strengthening the civil sector, eliminating the democratic deficit
Creating a Tanoda Round Table, an formal forum for coordination, that gives an
opportunity to representatives of the tanoda programs to follow-up the solution of
the presented problems, with special attention to investigating the evaluation pro
cesses.
To resolve some of the recognized anomalies – involving the Round Table for
Anti-Segregation of EMMI (Ministry of Human Resources) – generating systematic
changes to make the application system more efficient and fair.
o Analysing the status quo and preparing a set of proposals regarding the anomalies
of the application procedures that affect applicants, especially independent civil
organizations, as well as limiting publicity and transparency.
o Creating a financial reserve, so that projects can be financed even after using all of
the funds of the call, in cases of approved appeals.
Reviewing the controversial points of the decree no. 272/2014. (XI. 5.)
o Eliminating the limits for ’other costs’ and ’management costs’ for project with total
budgets under 100.000.000 HUF.
o Broadening the possibilities for appeal, so that applicants can officially raise objections not only in procedural, but also in substantive (professional and financial)
issues.
o Detailed evaluation documents of all applications should be accessible for applicants
on the EPTK site.
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PRESS COVERAGE OF THE RESULTS OF THE CALL
ON THE TANODA EFOP-3.3.1-15
Magyar Narancs – „Simply Evil”. The background of this year’s call results and grants (27.10.2016.)
mno.hu – New call for Tanodas might be launched in November (26.10.2016)
http://mno.hu/belfold/novemberben-irhatjak-ki-az-ujabb-tanodapalyazatot-1368474
Vasárnapi Hírek – Predefined destinies – Corrupted redistribution (11.10.2016.)
https://www.vasarnapihirek.hu/nyomtatas?cikk=/fokusz/leosztott_sorsok
hvg.hu – The call for Tanodas of the Ministry of Human Resources is rather suspicious (13.10.2016.)
http://hvg.hu/itthon/20161013_emmi_tanodak_palyazat
atlatszo.hu – Trainer knights, lifestyle coaches and hard-core consultants swept the call for Tanodas
(10.10.2016.)
https://atlatszo.hu/2016/10/10/kurzuslovagok-eletmod-tanacsadok-es-hetprobas-palyazatirok-taroltak-a-tanodapalyazaton/
168ora.hu – Hadházy: Gym class for 300 euro/hour at a Roma ghetto (07.10.2016.)
http://168ora.hu/hadhazy-100-ezer-forintos-tornaora-romatelepen/
Népszabadság – Trained for life (07.10.2016.)
http://tanodaplatform.hu/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/N%C3%A9pszabi-cikk-tanoda.jpg
Vasárnapi Hírek – The poor are hit again (04.10.2016.)
https://www.vasarnapihirek.hu/friss/megint_a_szegenyekbe_rugnak
L.Ritók Nóra – Diversion from the directives (02.10.2016.)
http://nyomorszeleblog.hvg.hu/2016/10/02/544-elteres-az-iranyvonaltol/
abcug.hu – A new call for Tanodas might be launched – the reaction by the Ministry of Human Resources to
the scandal of the long-time Tanoda owners (29.09.2016.)
http://abcug.hu/nyilvanos-tanodapalyazat-nyerteseinek-nevsora/
RTL Klub: Magyarul Balóval – Civil organisations and Tanodas without money (29.09.2016)
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http://rtl.hu/rtlklub/magyarulbaloval/civilek-es-tanodak-penz-nelkul
RTL Klub – A recognised Tanoda does not get support (29.09.2016.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knWumn3NJTQ
kormany.hu – Tanoda programs continue (29.09.2016.)
http://www.kormany.hu/hu/emberi-eroforrasok-miniszteriuma/szocialis-ugyekert-es-tarsadalmi-felzarkozasert-felelos-allamtitkarsag/hirek/folytatodnak-a-tanoda-programok
nepszava.hu – Tanodas might be rescued from the billions of Flórián Farkas (29.09.2016.)
http://nepszava.hu/cikk/1107403-farkas-florian-milliardjaibol-mentenek-meg-a-tanodakat
Lencse Máté – Evaluation dismissed (28.09.2016.)
http://ped2.hu/2016/09/biralat-elutasitva/
Roma Sajtóközpont – Pleased to inform you about the refusal of your application (27.09.2016.)
http://index.hu/belfold/2016/09/27/orommel_ertesitem_hogy_palyazatat_elutasitottuk/
Roma Sajtóközpont – Why is it a problem if well-functioning Tanodas are supported? (2016.09.27)
http://romasajtokozpont.hu/miert-baj-ha-jol-mukodo-tanodak-tamogatast-kapnak/
hvg.hu – Nóra Ritók spends her Knight of Cross to support her Tanoda (26.09.2016)
http://hvg.hu/elet/20160926_Tanodatamogatasra_forditja_az_elarverezett_lovagkeresztjet_Ritok_Nora
Neuberger Eszter – The oldest Tanodas are thwarted by the Government (26.09.2016.)
http://abcug.hu/legregebbi-tanodakat-gancsolta-el-kormany/
L.Ritók Nóra – Tanodas (25.09.2016.)
http://nyomorszeleblog.hvg.hu/2016/09/25/543-tanodak/
Népszabadság (abolished) – Last chance to break out of misery is taken away by the Government
(24.09.2016.)
http://nol.hu/belfold/az-utolso-eselyt-is-elveszi-a-kormany-nehogy-barki-kitorhessen-a-nyomorbol-1633165
Lencse Máté – Call for Tanodas (24.09.2016)
http://ped2.hu/2016/09/tanodapalyazat/
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168 óra – Black day of Tanodas (23.09.2016.)
http://168ora.hu/tanodak-fekete-napja/
Magyar Narancs – Appeal after official notice – no other option (23.09.2016.)
http://magyarnarancs.hu/belpol/megvarjak-a-hivatalos-ertesitest-es-fellebbeznek-nem-tehetnek-mast-100930
magyarkurir.hu – Introduction of the Sója Miklós Open House and Association – those who support the
marginalized (23.09.2016.)
http://www.magyarkurir.hu/hirek/akiktol-sok-jot-kapnak-peremre-szorultak-bemutatkozott-soja-miklos-nyitott-haz-szovetseg
abcug.hu – Tanodas are doomed due to lag of the Government (12.09.2016.)
http://abcug.hu/az-allam-keslekedese-miatt-elvereznek-tanodak/
mno.hu – Poor Ministry of Balogh can’t deal with the Tanodas of the disadvantaged children (12.09.2016.)
http://mno.hu/belfold/szegeny-balogek-a-hatranyos-helyzetu-gyerekek-tanodaival-sem-birnak-1361264

Megjegyzés: az azonos tartalmú, de különböző régiókra kiírt, így eltérő azonosító számú pályázatokat összevonva kezeljük; *: Polyacskó (2013) alapján, a rendelkezésre álló keretösszeg és a ténylegesen odaítélt
támogatás eltérhet;
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CONTACT:
tanodaplatform.hu
facebook.com/TanodaPlatform
tanodaplatform@gmail.com

